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This month will be busy with many
educational programs. Starting with

OPERATION FINALE: The Capture
and Trial of Adolf Eichmann on
February 7th at 6:30pm at the FSU
Alumni Center, the curator of the
exhibition opening at The Florida
Holocaust Museum, will share behind
the scenes stories of this amazing event
in history. Then Good Cause Cuisine on
February 11th will preview Holocaust
Education Week programs later in the
month. Different events feature ways to
learn about Holocaust history.

We are very excited to announce
Midtown Reader Bookstore as a new
partner that will offer a 10% discount
for all purchases with HERC programs.
The book club will discuss Born
Survivors by Wendy Holden, it is a
remarkable story of surviving the odds.

We live in a world where our mass-
media actually promote people to “hate”
others for their differing views and
beliefs. At what point do we recognize
the extension of these laws and actions.

Through education learning
opportunities of training and telling the
history of the Holocaust, our young
people are reminding us why “never
forget” is more important today than
ever before. 

The Holocaust Education Resource
Council hopes today will inspire and
impact everyone with the lessons of
history to understand the ramifications
of unchecked hate to the extreme. Help
students become the guiding light for
the next generation to make a difference
in the world today.

Call for Volunteers:  You can help
make upcoming HERC programs truly
community events by volunteering your
time and skills.  We always need ushers,
helpers and photographers.   

We're deeply grateful for all of our
friends who support HERC in many
ways. Without you, programs like these
would not be possible!

On January 30th, National History
Fair Winners were honored to meet Ben
Ferencz at the United States Holocaust

Memorial Museum
Southeast Dinner.
They led the pledge
to survivors in front
of 750 people that
attended the event.
The message “Law,
Not War” was the
theme of their
project. It was  a
night to remember. 

Barbara

Barbara Goldstein
Executive Director
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Dear Members and Friends,

You can make a difference today and donate to HERC at

http://holocaustresources.org/donate/ 

Creed King (blonde hair) and Kate Powell (red hair) with Ben Ferencz (only surviving prosecutor
of Nuremberg Trials, 97 years old)



You’re 
Invited

Please Join Us for Holocaust Education Week Preview
Come Learn About Upcoming Programs 

Meet Our Board of Directors – We Hope to See You!

Sunday, February 11, 2018 
4:00 pm – Diverse Hors d'Oeuvres and Beverages  

5:30 pm – Program Honoring Students
Location: Home of Segundo and Bobbie Fernandez
Address: 702 Lothian Drive, Tallahassee FL 32312

www.HolocaustResources.org

RSVP by Monday, February 5, 2018 
Barbara Goldstein – barbara@holocaustresources.org

Good Cause Cuisine Prepared by Jack Levine
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Book 
Discussion

Designated Site of the FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  

In her powerful book Born
Survivors, Wendy Holden tells

the story of three young mothers

who exhibited strength, courage,

defiance, and hope while enduring

Nazi atrocities.  The three mothers,

Priska, Rachel, and Anka, defied

death to give their children life.

Torn from their families by the

Nazis, they were first sent to

Auschwitz, then Freiberg, then

finally Mauthausen. Despite being

strangers to one another, these

women had something in common:

all were a few months pregnant and

needed to keep this a secret from

their Nazi captors. Those

discovered were either sent to their death or were used

for genetic testing. Holden describes in detail the

conditions these mothers had to endure in the

concentration camps and on the

brutal death train transfer. The

reader is able to picture the events as

if he or she were going through the

atrocities with the women—as well

as the uplifting conclusion to their

story. Whether by luck, miracle, or a

little of both, these three women and

their babies beat the odds. They did

not just survive, but flourished after

the liberation. As Holden writes,

“These babies went on to have

babies of their own and create a

second and then a third generation,

all of whom continue to live their

lives in defiance of Hitler’s plan to

erase them from history and from

memory.” (From a review by Elise Cooper in Jewish

Council Books.)  The event is free and the public is

invited to participate.

When: Thursday, February 8, 2018

Time:    7:00pm 

Where: Leon County Public Library Main Branch

Program Room B

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at 
barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org



Holocaust Education Week 
February 26 ~ March 1, 2018

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org

Esther Nisenthal Krinitz was a
teenager during the Holocaust in
Poland and in 1977, at the age of fifty,
she began sewing a series of
embroidered fabric panels that tell her
story of survival. Though she had no
formal background in art, she was
trained as a seamstress and created a
collection of 36 fabric folk-like
pictures. Meticulously stitched words
beneath the pictures provide a
narrative that illustrates her courage
and resilience This exhibition is
accompanied by the works of local
photographer Mike Olivella. He
created a series of black and white
photos at Auschwitz.

January 24 - March 5, 2018 – Fabric of Survival: 
The Art of Esther Nisenthal Krinitz  • City Hall Art Gallery
300 South Adams Street

HERC Newsletter 5
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Holocaust Education Week 
February 26 ~ March 1, 2018

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org

Monday, February 26 – Aftermath –
All Saints Cinema at RR Square
7 pm • 918 ½ Railroad Ave.
This film is about a peaceful and idyllic
village in the Polish countryside harbors a
dark secret: the collective murder of their
Jewish neighbors during World War II.
When two brothers unearth the secret, they
must come to terms with the legacy of their
family, their home town, and the narrative of
their nation's history.

Tuesday, February 27 – Jan Gross –
FSU Alumni Center • 5:30 pm
1030 West Tennessee Street
Lecture – "Jews and their Neighbors in
German occupied Poland”. Gross’s research
in the 1941 Jedwabne pogrom showed that
Polish gentiles were actually responsible for
the murder of hundreds of Jewish residents
of the town.
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www.HolocaustResources.org

Thursday, March 1 – 7 pm • Westminster Oaks
4449 Meandering Way at the Maguire Center 
Life in 1938 Germany is deteriorating quickly for the Lehmanns and Jews throughout
the country. In order to protect their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lehmann may have to say
goodbye to her forever, and Anne must struggle to bring meaning out of despair as she
clings to love and hope even in a world that seems to be filled with hatred and violence.
Based on the autobiography of Anne Lehmann Fox, ArtsPower’s gripping and
poignant production about her family’s decision to send her on the Kindertransport is
a tribute to the strength of the human spirit and the enduring power of a family’s love.
Presented by ArtsPower and the Holocaust Education Resource Council
Open to community. Reserve seats at barbara@holocaustresources.org 
or 850-443-9649

My Heart In A Suitcase

presents&
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Holocaust Education Week
In accomplishing our mission of Holocaust Education, the

Holocaust Education Resource Council is sponsoring a
Holocaust Education Week from February 26th- March 1st,
2018. Each day will bring another educational event that
will be open to the Tallahassee community. Each event is
unique and the week has been crafted in an
interdisciplinary manner so that people of all walks of life
and interests can find something to immerse themselves in.

The week will start on Monday, February 26th, with a
showing of the film Aftermath. It is Polish film based on
the 1941 massacre of the Jews of the small town of
Jedwabne, Poland. While it is fiction, it is based on and
inspired by the book Neighbors: The Destruction of the
Jewish Community in Jedwabne, Poland by Jan Gross.
Director Władysław Pasikowski stated, "The film isn't an
adaptation of the book, which is documented and factual,
but the film did grow out of it, since it was the source of
my knowledge and shame."

On Tuesday, Jan Gross, author of the book Neighbors
will give a lecture, “Jews and their Neighbors in German
occupied Poland”. Gross’s research in the 1941 Jedwabne
pogrom showed that Polish gentiles were actually
responsible for the murder of hundreds of Jewish residents
of the town. This was contrary to the official narrative
which blamed the Nazis for the atrocity. The Polish people
were shocked at Gross's revelation and many have opposed
his findings. 

2018 also marks the 80th anniversary of the
Kindertransport, a rescue effort that evacuated thousands of
Jewish refugee children to Britain from Nazi Germany
between 1938 and 1940. To distinguish this anniversary, we
are sponsoring a production of My Heart in a Suitcase on
the Thursday of the Holocaust Education Week. A gripping
drama, it depicts one family’s struggle with the decision to
send their daughter on the Kindertransport or to keep her
close with the family.

Finally, the Council on Culture & Arts (COCA) will
have an art exhibit at the City Hall Art Gallery entitled,
Fabric of Survival, showcasing art inspired specifically by
the story of Holocaust survivor Esther Nisenthal Krinitz.
This exhibition is accompanied by the works of local
photographer Mike Olivella who created a series of black
and white, fine art photographs depicting the Auschwitz
and Birkenau concentration camps. By using art and
personal narrative, the exhibit encourages us to recognize
individual courage and resilience as well as foster
understanding and compassion for those who experience
injustice. The exhibit will run January 24th-March 5th.
There will be a free public exhibition reception at the
gallery on February 20th from 6:00-7:30pm. 

Holocaust education is more important than ever, and it
is our duty to continue to shed light on events of the past so
that they do not become the events of our future.

Media Sponsor:

Program Sponsors:

We Gratefully Acknowledge the Contributions of Our Sponsors Whose Support
Ensures that HERC HEW can Present FREE Educational Programs to Community

Members in Cultural, Educational, and Community Centers in Tallahassee.

Davia and Ira Kramer

Helene Linn

Joanna Novey

Patricia Novey

Stephanie Wise, REALTOR®
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IHRA Committee on Antisemitism and Holocaust 
Denial Statement on Polish Legislation

"We, the Committee on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial
of the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance,
wish to express our extreme concern over the recent
decision by the Parliament of Poland on 26 January 2018
and the Senate of Poland on 31 January 2018 to pass an
amendment to the act on the Institute of National
Remembrance. Should the President of Poland sign it into
law, this amendment brings with it the possibility of a
government-imposed fine or up to a three-year term of
imprisonment to persons, both within and outside of
Poland, who “ascribe to the Polish People or to the Polish
state responsibility or co-responsibility for the Nazi crimes
committed by the Third Reich.”

The lack of specificity in this act, particularly in Article
55a.1 through 55a.3 is worrisome. For example, who
dictates what or which body will determine if a statement
or narrative is in violation of this act? How does one
determine if the offense “was committed as part of artistic
or scientific activity?” Finally, what constitutes “intentional
defamation of Poland”? Empirical research? Statements by
political or cultural authorities? Scholarship and student
research? The memories of Holocaust survivors or
witnesses to the Shoah?

Seen in the light of recent public debates surrounding the
history of the Holocaust in Nazi-occupied Poland the
imprecision of this amendment has led many to conclude
that implementation of this amendment will stifle any
discussion, any research, or any publication of works that
do not fit popular and comfortable narratives about the
past. Forced manipulation of discourse in this manner

violates the tenets upon which the international community
that Poland and its allies have built over the course of
decades. It is also not in keeping with the spirit of the
mission of the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance – an organization of which Poland has been a
member since 1999. By inviting the possibility of
punishment for research that considers the Holocaust and
associated crimes in all of its facets, this act will lead to the
circumscribing of history, which is but one form of
Holocaust distortion.

We urge the government of Poland to reject this act as
written, to continue engaging in multilateral international
dialogue with experts on the Holocaust as it occurred in
Nazi-occupied Poland, and to return to a culture of open
discourse on the history of this terrible era in our collective
experience."

Committee on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial

This statement has the support of the current chairs of the
following IHRA groups:

Committee on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial
Committee on the Genocide of the Roma
Committee on Holocaust, Genocide, and Crimes 

Against Humanity
Academic Working Group
Communications Working Group
Education Working Group
Museums and Memorials Working Group

01.02.2018

INTERNATIONAL
HOLOCAUST 
REMEMBRANCE ALLIANCE
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In 2018, HERC begins its fourth movie series asking the
question, "What did Americans know about the racism and
horrors of the NAZI threat before and during WWII?"  We'll
continue to explore what has become quite obvious to our
filmgoers – that what Americans knew about the
discriminatory policies of the Nazis, the denial of free
speech and religion, and the existence of brutal
concentration camps inside Germany was quite extensive. 

Art defines us.  One of Hitler’s goals was to recreate the cultural
heritage of Europe. To do this, he “purged the art he hated and
stole the art he coveted”.  This amazing documentary tells the
shocking story of the systematic theft, plunder, destruction, and
miraculous recovery of Europe’s treasures looted during the
NAZI regime.  It was a battle and race for the very survival of
western culture.  The recovery and restitution is ongoing.

Next Movie: 
MarcH 22

Underground

ALL SAINTS CINEMA  • 918 1/2 RAILROAD AVENUE  • 850-386-4404  • WWW. TALLAHASSEEFILMS.COM

Holocaust Education Resource Council & Tallahassee Film Society Presents

Rape of
Europa

Thursday 
February 22

at 7:00pm

Funded in part by FDOE Commissioner’s Task Force on Holocaust Education

FREE Showing 

I Saw It In The Movies
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Membership Form




